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1. THE PHYSICS MEASUREMENTS 

I .I CP Violarion 

The main priority of any experiment on B physics in the years to come will be an 
endeavour to observe CP violation in the B sector t, This can be attempted in weral wavs as 
dew&d in the dxoretical talks in this workshop. 

a) A measurement of the CP asymmeWy 

~I%+f~-~R”+f~ 

where f is a self-conjug& state, will yield a measure of the angles a, 0, and y through B 
measurement of Bi + n+n-, Bi + I+IK~, and Bf + p”Kg respectively. In order to 
determine whether the observed decay originated from a Bo or a go, the nature of Ihe 
companion B must be ascertained, most probably through the sign of the lepton or the 
kaon it decays to. A measurement of these three angles will overconstrain the unitary 
triangle shown in Fig. I. 

b) The angle ycan also be determined by measuring six self-tagging reactions *. 
B” +aK’“, DOK’” D”K’” 

d I 
where D; denotes the decay of 
a Do into CP eigenslares, such 
as ITLII, ~IIOI. KK, and KKnx. 
Constructing the triangles 
shown in Fig. 2 wilt yield a 
measurement of y. Note that all 
six reactions are characterized 
by at least four tracks not 
coming from the primery 
vertex. m, P I.0 (1.0, 

Figure 1. The unitary triangk 
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Figure 2. Self-tagging processes nrxmged in two rriangles giving the angle y. 
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1.2 Bf Oscillarions 

These are expected to be very fast and hadron machines may well be the only way to 
observe them. They could be observed in the decay 

B” + D’x’ s 
&,G 

4 K+K- 
Here again [he reacdon involves four tracks originating at secondary vertices. At LHC fixed- 
urger condidons (&=I 14 GeV) the oscillation length is of the order of I cm for xs = 12. Vertex 
resolutions of = I mm are therefore needed. 

1.3 Rare Decay Modes 

The inclusive reacdons B --f p+)rX and I3 + e+e-X as well as the exclusive channels 
B + p+p-aand B + e+ec could be observed using a lepton trigger. In the Ialter case the Standard 
Model predicts 3 a branching ratio of - l&9. Any deviations from this number could poim 10 
new physics. For instance a two Higgs Doublet extension would predict 4 a branching ratio of 
IO” for ml = 150 GeVlc?, rn~ < 400 GcV/c2. and small tan p. 

1.4 Tagging 

For those reactions which are not self-tagging the nature of the companion B must be 
dewmined. Experimentally this is most easily done by determining the sign of the leplon in its 
semi~lepronic decays. However. this is costly in event numbers as only 21% of rhe B’s decay 10 
an electron or a muon. Fur!hermore. mistags can occur because of the observed leptons 
originating from the B 4 D + chain, from nlK decays, or from n/p or n/e misidentifications. 
These mistags can he reduced by requiring the Icpton to have Pr 1 1.2 GeVlc. The efficiency of 
this cut is 0.8 for B’s and results in 

o= wr”%! ws =o,,7. 
all tags 

The nature of the companion B can also he determined by measuring the sign of the 
charged kaon in the B + D + K chain. More events are retained this way as SO% of the B’s 
result in a charged kaon. Mistags are due to B + DE decays and Cabihbo suppressed decays. 
For kaons 0 = 0.16. 

In principle, it is also possible to tag by direcdy measuring the charge of the companion 
Bf, either in a very strong magnetic field or by reconstructing all the decay charged panicles. 

Finally, as explained in an enriier talk, the effect of oscillations of the companion B resuhs 
in a value of 

0 = wrung w = 0.25, 
all tag 

1.5 Checks 

Because the inidal slate is pp rather than pp. the 8” and B” production rates will not 
necessarily be the szame 5. Before a CP asymmetry can he measured these producdon rites will, 
of course, have to be known. This can he done by measuring the reactions 

B”+ l/vK’ !i”+ J/vK’ 

4 K ‘n- b K-n+ 

These reactions are expected to have a branching rado that is three times bigger than Ihe 
J/vKi decays and they will of course be automatically included in a J/v trigger. Furlhermore. 
they are not expected 10 exhibit CP violation and they are self tagging. Because of this latter 
Property an observation of this reaction will yield a measurement of dilution effects in 
“companion B lagging”. 

The production rates for B+ and B- will also need to be known in order to compule 0. 
Here the reaction B* + J/!+rK*, which will also be included in B J&I trigger. can be used. 

Both these reactions will need panicle identification. 
These measurements imply the following requirements of the experiment. 

a) Trigger -A moon trigger will be sensitive to J/v reactions and muon tags. 
-An electron [rigger will double the number of leplon wems. 
- In order to include kaon tags and self-ragging reactions, Ihe experiment must not 

rely endrely on leplon triggers. Secondary vertex triggers and hndron pr triggers 
should be included in order to have the maximum flexibility. 

b) Derector - Venex detector. 
Particle identilicadon. 

-Good momen,um resoludon. 
-Electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. 
- Muon detector. 

2. QUESTIONS AND ISSUES 

The following issues have to he addreved. 

-Collider or fixed-target mode? 
- If fixed target, extracted beam or internal target? 
- If internal target, gas jet or wire target? 
- If a gas jet, hydrogen or a heavy gas? 
- Beam pipe design. 
- Silicon microvertex design and radiation damage. 
- Ki decay path. 
-Particle idendficatioo. 
-Momentum resolution. 

Order of detectors. 

2.1 Collider or Fixed Tar&w 

- The mean B flight path is much longer in a fixed-target mode than in a collider mode 
(Fig. 3). Furthermore. the target region in fixed-target can he limited to a few millimelres 
compared with several cendmewes in a collider mode. This makes for much easier 
separarion of a secondary vertex from Ihe primary vertex, even at the trigger level. 

-Owing to the lower & in fixed-target mode, the associated mulliplicily is lower (Fig. 4). 
Comparing a fixed-target spectrometer having an acceptance of 3.5-87 mrad with a 
forward collider 6 one having an acceptance of 5600 mrad, the mean charged multiplicity 
associated with a B is 9.5 as against 30.3 and the mean number of associated Ki is 0.9 as 
against 1.9. 

-Whereas them distribution of secondaries from B decays is the same for fixed-target and 
collider modes, the a distribution of minimum bias events is much steeper in fixed-target 
than in collider modes, This results in a hadronic pr trigger having a rejection of 6 x lC@ 
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against minimum bias events in fixed-tsarget mode and only 5 x IO-2 in collider mode for 
an efftciency for B + I[+A- of fl.80 in both casts. 

-The momenta arc higbcr in fixed-vargct mode resulting in less multiple scattering. 
-, lo the case of an extracted beam there is no need for a beam pipe or reman pots. 

BUI of course Ihe cross-section 7 is smaller in fixed-txget mode by a factor of 500 and the 
signal to noise ratio is also worse by a factor of 2(X1. 

B-II’ n 
to, blh n’s 

Wilhi” accaplancs 
on > 3 mad 

LHC l,Xed large, 

\ 

& = 123 GSY 

LHC mllider 

J6 = 16 Te” 
\ 

I 
I3 decay length ,Crn/ 

Figure 3. The dacay path dislributions of 
B mesons decaying I” n+xm for fixed- 
target and collider modes 3, the LHC. The 
n+ and Y are required to have a 
producrion angle grealer than 3 mrad. 

Figure 4. The chsrged~pnrticle multiplicity 
associated wilh B mesons for fixed-target 
(3.5-87 mrad) and collider (5~601l mrad) 
geometries ilt the LHC. 

2.2 Exrrocred &am 

A! the LHC and SSC a conlinuously extracted beam can be obtained using channeling by a 
benl crystal placed in the halo of Ihe beam. The halo particles are goided by the bent crystal 
planes and deviated by - 0.7 mrad. The principle was tested 8 using a I20 GeV beam at the 
CERN SPS. The counting rate in a counter &scope is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of crystal 
orientation. A clear peak is observed. Channeling efficiencies of l&12% have been measured. 
Both the Sm’and LHB 10 proposals intend 1” use this technique. 

Table I is a summary of running or proposed extracted beam B experimenls. II can be seen 
that the longitudinal target dimension varies from 0.2 cm to 18 cm and that the largrt thicknesses 
are several tens of per cent of a radiation length and several per cent of an interaction length. 
This results in many conversions and secondary interactions thus increasing the muldplicily in 
an event and producing “fake” secondary vertices. The beam intensities vary from 2.5 x I@ 1” 
4 x IO” panicles per second (2 x IO* for SFT and LHB) 
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Figure 5. The counting rate in a scinlillalor coumer telescope 
an a function of crystal orientation in a bent crystal extraction tesl at the SPS 

Table I, A summary of extracted beam experiments. 
~i$rnent 1 Beam in&tv-l-- Tarw ~~ 1 

- (protons/s) Type -(%x0) (%hi”d _ 
WA92 ” 2.5 x 106(x-) 2mmCu 14 I.3 
E77 I ‘2 4.6 x IO’ 24 mm Si 2s 4.1 
E789’3 3.0 x I09 3mmW R6 3.1 

[During flat lop] 
P865 I4 4x 109 2mmW 57 2.1 

[During flat lop] 
P867 ‘5 1.2 x I()_ 24 mm Si 25 4.1 
sFr9 2x IO8 I8 mm Si 19 7.7 

l/GFiirl 2 x lo8+go plz”~~:8 cm!Tt~-~Y ----I 

2.3 Inrernal Target 

2.3.1 Gas jet 

An experiment using a gas jet in the circulating beam of a collider uses a beam of 

EFFECT,“E INTENSrrY = NUMBER OFClRClJLAT,NG PROTONS x RE”OL.“TION FREQUENCY 
= (1.5 x 10’4) x 3441 = 5.2 x IO” p/s at ssc 
= (4.8 x 10’4) x I1246 = 5.4 x 10’8 p/s at LHC. 
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This is ten orders of magnitude more than an exnacted beam and therefore allows the use 
of a very thin target such as a gas jet. This in turn implies no conversions, no secondary 
interactions, and no multiple scattering in the target. 

A molecular hydrogen cluster target has been used ‘6 for seven years in the SPS collider 
by experiment UA6. The design is shown in Fig. 6. Hydrogen gas is pumped thmugh a 0. I mm 
nozzle cooled to 25 K. Sawration occurs on the other side of the nozzle and clusters of - lo* 
molecules are formed. This cluster jet is collimated using a skimmer and diaphragms. It then 
!nverses the circulating beam and is absorbed in a cryopomp. In UA6 the jet profile at the beam 
was 2.5 nun transverse Lo the beam and 8 mm along the beam, and its density was 
4 x IO’” p/cm’. The integrated density along the beam was 3.2 x lOI4 plcoi2. For use in the 
proposed GAJET B experimenr I7 the longitudinal dimension of the jet must be reduced to about 
2 mm, while maintaining approximately [he same integrated density. This can be done by 
reducing the size of the diaphragm and skimmer holes, reducing the distance between the nozzle 
and the circulating beam from 22 cm IO 13 cm. and increasing the gas throughpur by a factor of 
1.7. This should result in a 2 mm long jet with an integrated density of 3.8 x lOI4 p/cm2. II must 
be ascertained that no diffuse gas remains in the vicinity of the jet. The upper limit on this 
number from UA6 is 5% of the peak density, 
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Figure 6. The UA6 mobxular cluster jet design. 

2.3.2 Wire urge, 

This is a method advocated by the 
proponenrs of the HERA B experiment ‘8. 
Eight 50 pm steel wires would be placed 
in the halo of the 820 GeV proron beam at 
about 4 beam o’s from the centre. They 
would be arranged in two groups of four 
wires 5 cm apart. as shown in Fig. 7. A 
wire target is favoored by this group over 
a gas jet as if only affects the particles in 
Ihe halo, which are in any case lost 10 the 
main ep experiments; it needs a simple 
scraper lype mechanism rather dw? big 
pumping s~alions and it produces no 
diffuse gas. However, n sudden movement 
of the beam could result in large increases 
m counting rates. whereas with il gas jet a 
movement of the beam can only reduce 
[he counting rate. The technique was 
tested with a single wire and was shown 10 
produce stable counting rates five minutes 
after moving the wire into position. Also, 
no background increase was observed in 
the ep experimenrs. 

Figure 7: The eight-wire configuration of the HERA B proposed inwnal target 

2.4 The Use of Heavy Gases in a Jer 

The following applies to metallic targets as well. II is expected [hat the Bn production 
cross-section will be proportional 10 Aa. where A = atomic weight of the target and 0.9 c a c 
I .O. On the other hand. the total cross-section is known to be proportional to An.? The raiio of 
the EBB to qO, will therefore be F times what iI is in hydrogen where F = A”~o~72, For argon 
(A = 40) and a = 0.95, F is equid I9 10 2.3. Therefore, for il given number of minimum bias 
events there will be 2.3 limes more BB events in argon than in hydrogen. Hence a better signal- 
lo-noise ratio for A f I targets. 

There is however a price 10 pay. 
- Both the multiplicity associated with a BB pair and the multiplicity in minimum bias 

events are about a factor of 2 higher in pA collision rhan in pp collisions. thus increasing 
the complexity of events 20 

- In pA collisions Ihe production cross-section for pions 21 of m > 2.0 GeVic is proportional 
to A’.15. As an example, for a copper target (A = 64) the cross-scclion for pion producrion 
per nucleon is 1.9 limes bigger than the pp cross-section. The difference in pi distribution 
between minimum bias events and B events is rhus reduced in pA collisions. 
A summaly of the luminosities, interaction rates. and numbers of minimum bias events per 

bunch is given in Table 2 for SFr. LHB. GAJET, and HERA B. The number of inwraction rates 
varies from 0.1 per bunch for SFf lo 4.0 per bunch for HERA B. 

Table 2. Cross-sections. luminosities and inlerxtiotl rates for proposed fixed-target 
experiments on CP violalion. 

W’R @/A = effective 
per nucleon oine’ per nucleon 

fubl (mb) 
SF? I.5 I4 
LHB 
GAJET 

1.0 ‘- 2 
1.0 35 __ 2xjo31 

HERA B 0.01 IO 
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2.5 Beam Pipe Design 

For experiment using an internal large,, (he B decay products musl traverse the storage 
ring beam pipe. ,r musl rhereforc be carefully designed 10 minimize [be amoom of material. In 
particular, heavy flanges and seprum plmes must be avoided. Glencing incidence on even very 
thin pipes can result in waversals of several radiation lengths of material 22. The silicon 
mi~ro~crtex dctec~ormusl be housed inside the beam pipe in reman pots. 

2.6 Silicon Microverrcx Derecror 

In the case of experiments using an external beam, ,he microvertex dcleclor can be placed 
immediately following the target (Lf1B) or can acrunlly conslitute the target (Sm). In both cases 
,he B’s have enough night path to decay within the microvenex detecmr. This makes the pattern 
rccognhion problem much easier, as demonstrated by rbe WA92 expcrimem a, CERN =. The 
direa observation of decay vertices wirhin the microvcr,ex detector is a dirtincr advnmage of an 
extracted beam over all other methods of studying E production. 

The SFT amive larger design consists of 90 planes of 200 &m thick silicon planes spread 
over 18 cm along xhe benm and followed hy furlher reconwuclion planes occupying 120 cm 
along the beam. 

For a gas jet target or a wire rarger Ihe silicon planes must be housed in reman pots. The 
minimum dismnce of approach 10 the beam. dictared either by radiation dose or by disturbance 10 
the beam, togerher with the minimum producdon angle 10 be observed determines the position of 
these dew,ors along Ihe beam In the case of GAJET the detectors consisls of tninc 300 pm thick 
double sided reconwuaion plaoes of 25 pm pitch. These reconsvuclion planes. together with six 
additional trigger planes, are located at disrances varying between 40 cm and 400 cm from the 
jet. They can be located in individual pots or grouped in a few pots following the design 
pioneered by P238: partial vacuum within the pots allows very thin walls 24. The decay veniccs 
can be reconstructed with a precision off f mm along the beam and + 20 pm transverse 10 the 
beam 

2.7 Rod&ion Damngr 10 the Silicon Microverrex 

The radialion dose, D, absorbed in IO’ s by a strip located a, a distance of R cm from Ihe 
beam is given by 25 

D = 2.66x IO-% 

=4,2x10-“+ (J E.!- MRad 
“’ dq R* 

where 
@ = fluencc (particles per cm*) 
+ = inslamaneous luminosity 
qo, = mal cross-section 
dN/dq = number of particles per unit of rapidity. 

The dose is essen,ia,,y independem of the distance ALONG the beam at which the detector 
is placed but depends critically on ,he transverse distance R from the beam. For a given 
luminosity, rhc maximum dose tolerable 26 by ,he silicon will determine Ihe minimum distance 
R,, at which rhe detecrors can be placed. For a desired angular coverage, this in tom Will fix the 
disrance along [he beam at which rhc detectors must be placed. 

As an example, for GAJET running at 2 x 1O’3 cm-2 ss’ a dose of 20 MRadlyear is 
expected for a strip 7 mm from the beam. 

In Ihe case of an extracled beam there is an exlrit complicnlion because. in order 10 
capi,alire on the facr tha, in these experiments Ihe B decay vertex can occur within Ihe vergx 
defector. rhe beam must also go through Ihe vertex delector. This would quickly destroy rhe 
silicon a, the spot traversed by the beam. The solution is m spre;id Ihe radiation damage due 10 
the beam over an area S cmz, The LHB so,odon is 10 move the verlex detector over an area of 
10 x 10 cmz, whereas SFT‘intends IO use a beam of 8 cm diameter. Either sofmion necessitates a 
venex detector of much largerdimensi, 11s than would be needed with a ,ixcd nwrow beam. The 
thence is than given by 2s. 

@ = (IO’s) (N,,) x (I + L.r ( Nch) f,,, fs,)/s 
where 

NP = Number of protons per second in the beam 
h = Target lhickness in “nils of inleraclinn length 
(N& = Mean number of charged prrlicles per imeraclion 

%A = Nuc,earenh;mcemem of multipliciry = 2 
kl = Enhancement of muhipliciry due 10 secondary imemclions nnd conversions = 2. 
A comparison of LHB with GAJET. both a8 H luminosity of lO33 cm2 s-l, results in LHB 

expecring a dose of 2.4 MRad everywhere, whereas GAJET expects a maximum of 1.5 MRad al 
0.7 cm from rhe beam. The extrxxed beam experiment expects a smaller maximum dose because 
of its ability ,o spread the radiation damage of Ihe beam over a large area. 

2.8. Ki Decay Rqim 

It is necessary IO :d,ow a significan, distance for the Ke 10 decay before [he magneric 
analysis. The mean decay length a, the LHC fixed rarget is 8.6 m 111 order to maximize the 
distance available for Ki decay GAJET is investigadng rhe possibility of installing the RICH in 
front of ,hc magnet. 

2.9 Pnrricle Idenrificorion 

Discrimination between pions and kaons is necessary for kxm tagging and 10 avoid [he 
contaminadon of rhe B + nn sample by B + Kn decays. The laller is Ihe most difficult problem 
because of Ihe high momema of the pions in B + XR evems (Fig. 8). Rejecting candidate even6 
with momema larger than 250 GeVlc would resuh in an efficiency of only 50%. Extending Ihe 
upper mome”um cut 10 hOO GcVlc would recover most of the lost events. 

The SFT Collabormion proposes 10 use P 12 m long neon-filled RICH. The Chercnkov 
photons are 10 be observed in an array of multianode phoromoltipliers. These are preferred over 
TEA or TMAE filled wire chambers because of 

- small (c 2 ns) dispersion in collection Lime 
-no need for high ,empera,ure or low pressure 

- no need for ultra-pure radiator gas (TEA is only sensitive 10 UV photons and hence is 
very sensidve Lo oxygen contamination). 

The upper limit in momemom for n/K discrimination a~ the 2 standard deviation level is 
shown in Fig, 9 as a funcrion of anode pad size. It can be seen lhar discrimination can be 
obtained for momenfa up ,o 300 GeVlc for a pad size of 3 x 3 mm2. 
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Figure X. The momrniwn dimribu&r of n‘s 
from B + n+r in a LHC fix&targrl ~made, 

Figlfre Y. The ~momcrm~n~ ~11 10 which pious and 
kxons can br sepw:wd as :I hmctiw~ of the pad 
sire of Ihe molti;wudc p11otot11~~11il~lieT used m 

drrrct the Chcrenkw photons. 

Another very inlererting new idea, currently being invrslig;wd by PXhS, is lhe use of 
Visible Lighr Photon Counters instead of pholotubes or wire chambers. 

Beyond these momenta it should be possible to use transiliun radiation detectors for n/K 
separation. GAJET is propwing w use IOIl modules of lbe type developed for ATLAS in the 
RD6 project 27. E;tuh rnwdule cot&Is of 12 x IS pm thick polypropyicnr foils scparawd by 
370 pm and of one plane of 4 mm dianeer Xe-filled swiw tubes sepwwd by X nun. Defining a 
“hit” as a tube conuining an energy deposition gre:wx dun 5 keV (where :t tminirnum ionizing 
particle deposits I .8 krV). rhe distribution of the number uf bits ;dong a tuck is plowd for pionq 
and kaons of 400 GeV/c (Fig. l(S). The pwricles amnot be distinguished at low momemi~, 
where both of them do not give transition radiation and at very high nwmenla where both of 
them do. However. between 150 and 450 GeVic a kaon suppression factor of 10 can he obtained 
(Fig. IOh). 
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Figure IDa. The diswibution of hits in a 100 plane TRD for pions 
and kaons of 400 GeVIc momen,um. 
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Figure. lob. The kaon suppression factor provided by the TRD as a function uf momemum 

2.10 Themngnericspecrromerer 

It is expected that it will not he possible to link observed no’s 10 a given decay vertex. It is 
therefore important to he able to distinguish between B + wK~ and B + !+I Ki no on the basis 
of the nxonswuclion of the I+I and the Ki,only. The t+tK’ invarianr mass for the IWO modes is 
shown in Fig. I I for a momentum resolution adp = I A p For this momenwn resolution the 
background for $fKin” under the peak from wK~ is small. However. worsening the momentum 
resolution would clearly broaden the peak and move more background to higher masses. 
Similarly for B+ u+tn-no and B-1 n+n-. 
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Figure I I. The invariant mass of I+IK~ for B t +IK~ and B --f skin” assuming 
a momenur resolution of o(p)lp = lOA p. 
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2.11 Order ofDerecror Componenrs 

Several possibilities can be envisaged. GAJET, HERA B, P865 and P867 envisage the use 
of a single magnet. whereas Sm and LHB are lhinking of wo. As menlioned earlier, GAJET is 
advocaling placing ,he RICH before rhe magnet unlike ,he other proposals. This maximizes ,he 
Ki decay volume. and resul,s in straighr tracks from a pain, source in the RICH. In this 
configuration the magne, is closer to the calorimeter thus minimizing ,he effec, of the magnetic 
bend on ,he m of a panicle as calculated from calorimeter information alone. 

3. FIRST-LEVEL TRRX;ERS 

I .3 I, is assumed that the dala will be pipelined 

~ a.,“2pmbrr>~,,“~ ;,.’ over about 2.5 11s and ,ha, ,he first~lcvel 
1.2 - : OS,“@ (II Ihall*) ,.I’ triggers should give a rejeclion of ahou, 

\/” IO00 in ths, time. Four ,ypes of lriggers 
I.! - will he discussed - an optical discrimhwor. 

a silicon trigger. a pi trigger. and a muon 
trigger. The firs, IWO selec, events wi,h 
tracks no, originating a, the targe, and give 
rejections which are therefore correlated. In 
selecting events wi,h a displaced second 
vertex, these IWO triggers necesrarily rejec, 
B decays a, smilll proper rime. However, 
the CP asymmelry of ,here even,s is small 
and therefore rejecting ,hem does no, 
significantly worsen the error on the 
asymmetry. This is demonstrnted in Fig. 
12, which shows. as B func,io,l of ,he lower 

Irn,” ITSI cu, of the proper lime ‘~,i”. the number of 

Figure 12. The proporlion of the number of 
even,s retained, the error on the asymmetry. 

events retained, the filling factor I. 
and ,he lilting f;,c,or I, al, normalized by 

and the degmdation in ,he error in sin 28 as a 
,heir wlue a, ‘~.i” = 0 (all even,s re,ained). 

function of the lowest value of proper lime. 
For a co, a, T > 0.5 T,,, 22% of ,he evems 

rmin. used in the analysis. 
xc lost hut the error only worsens by 2%. 
This is therefore a useful WI. 

3. I The Opricd Discriminoror ZH 

/I consis,s of a shell of transparent meterial centred on the targe,. The index of refraction of 
,he malerial is chose!, such ,ha, Cherenkov ligh, emilled in the shell by charged panicles 
originating a, ,he targe, is refracted au,. whereas some of the ligh, emilled by parlicles no, 
poiming ,o ,he urge, is Irapped in the shell by ,o,ifl internnl refleclion and emerges a, the edge of 
,he shell (Fig, 13). The principle was tested 29 by placing a LiF shell in B parallel beam (Fig. 14). 
For each parricle a pseudo-impx, psmme,cr. h, could he calcule,ed. I, increased with dig,tance 
from the middle of ,he crywl. The mean number of pho,wlee,rons observed 8, ,he edge of the 
shell is ploued in Fig. IS as a function of b. I, cw be seen Ihat, as expected, very little light is 
trapped and collec,ed a, ,he edge for parlicles with h = 0 (i.e. particles simulating ,hose 
originaling from ,he urge,). Furthermore. the amount of collected ligh, increases wi,h h. 
~lowever, it is ‘?,hvious from the figure ,hu, ,he device ,es,ed is only sensitive 10 impac, 

paramerers above - 4 mm, whereas in a B experiment an opdcal discriminalor must be able ,o 
trigger on impac, parame,ers of a few hundred microns. The resul, of a Moore Carlo calculation 
which includes Fresnel reflection. refraclion. chroma,ici,y mirror collection efficiency. and 
quantum efficiency of the photomuhiplier is also shown in Fig. I5 and agrees very well wirh ,he 
da,a. This program was therefore used IO predict the behaviour of differen, optical configura- 
tions. For a shell of index of refrac,ion n,. immersed in a medium of index “2, the condi,ion 
NOT 10 collec, light for particles with h = 0 is 

The closer this quan,i,y is 10 zero ,he smaller will he the impact parame,ers tha, resuh in 
collected light. Fur,hermore. in order to obr;,in a sharp threshold and a large amount of collecwd 
light. this condifion mus, be satisfied by as large a range of wavelengths as possible. Such an 
achromatic combination of n, avid nz would be oh,ained with sapphire (Al203. n, = 1.8) coated 
with SiOz (IQ = 1.5). For small impact paramelers only light emilted in the last par, of the shell is 
trapped. The amoun, of collecred light can therefore he increased by replacing a single ,hick 
shell by several ,hinner canceruric achromaric shells. The efficiency for retaining B + n+n- and 
minimum bias events as a function of a co, on rhe number of observed photoelectrons, N.,,, was 
calculated using the Mon,e Carlo described earlier, for ,he GAJET geometry (Fig. 16). An 
efficiency for B + n+n- of 0.62 and for minimum bias of 0.1 was obtained for N.,, 2 8. This 
trigger has a very fas, response time - 25 ns and could even give a decision in less than ,he 
bunch crossing time. I, relies heavily on having a point target. Its rejection of minimum bias 
events worsens by a factor of 3 in going from a 2 mm long ,a a 7 mm long urge, becxuse of 
minimum bias events produced a, ,he edges of rhe large, simulating h f 0 events. 

h” ‘““a%@ 

,n*, 
4 ma1 

f(i- &n 
\ vb Pane. 

“, :$$;:2 h” 1.b. 

a, w 2x, w 

~. b,O 

1 
b-C 

L 
Figure 13: The principle of rhe opdcal 
discriminator. a) Cherenkov ligh, 
refrac,ed ou, of ,he shell for a particle 
originating a, ,hc large,. b) Some 
Cherenkov light totally internally 
reflected IO the edge of the shell for a 
pardcle no, originating a, the target. 

Figure 14. Tes, of an optical discrimina,or 
in a parallel beam. The off-axis panicles 
simulate particles no, originaring a, the 
target. 
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Figure 15. The mean loumber of photoelectrons 
as a function of impact parameter for data and 
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Figure 16. The efficiency of rhe “plical 
[rigger as a funclion of lhe lower cut on 
[he number of delecled phqtoelectrons 
for B --t n+x- and for minimum bias. 

3.2 Secondary Verrex Trigger 

This would be based on silicon planes. For exp-erimenrs with point targe:ets (gas jets or wire 
mrgers) in which the primary vertex is aul”rna~ic;tilly known. the preferred geometry 1” capitalize 
on Ihe long flight path of Ihe B is an r-a geomewy. To reduce combinnlorial background. each 
r-4 strip can be divided into striplets. The [rigger could be based on 3 planes, the number of 
striplets in each plane being the same but their dimensions increasing in proponion 1” the 
distance of the plane from the target. Thus a [rack originaring ac the large, will imersect striplets 
of the same order number in the 3 planes and can be easily rejecwd. The lrigger algorithm would 

-reject hits that form 3-hiI combinations, poinling 1” the target; 
form 3.hi1 combinations rhat point downsmeam of the target; 

-require at least 3 such combinations. 
A Monte Carlo program which includes multiple scalering indicates 1ba1 a rejection of 

minimum bias events by more lhan a factor of 100 can be obtained for a. 50% B efficiency. It is 
expecred rhar lhis rejection can be obfained in less than 2.5 ps. 

3.3 Tronsvcne M,,n,o,r u,,, T,;gjicrfi,r tludrms md Elccrrom 

The energy sod pnsirion infomwlirm 80 form lbe pi trigger c;m be obtained: 
-either from the calorimeter; this is fasl but has a worse resolulioo iwd is affected by Ihe 

magnetic deflection; 
- or from “ad chambers and Ihe mapne(: Ihis is slower and is affected by chamber 

occupancy; however, it is more accurate and compures Ihe !rue pr. 

It muy be ~bat Ihe best solution wollld be 
I” use Ihe magnetic bend algorithms in which 
the position information of the I:N pad pl;!ne is 
replaced by posirion information obtained from 
the culorimewr. The following calculillion is 
based on calorimeter information only in Ihe 
GAJET geometry. 

An individual calorimelercell (4 x 4 cm2) 
CO~S~SIS of u scintilkm~r tile S,. 2 XI, of le:ld. a 
scintillator tile S2, il” eteclromagneric o 
calorimeter cell of lead scinfilluor lile design, a 2 
hadron calorimeter cell. Using npproprixc g 
combinadons of SI. S2. an elec~romagneric cell 
and a hadmnic cell, we cim define sigwtures for 
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charged hadrons. electrodes. and photons. 
Overlapping cluslers of 3 x 3 cells for electrons 
and 5 x 5 cells for hudroos can be formed. A 
Monte Carlo which includes multiple 
interactions, calorimeter resoludons, and the 
effect of Ihe magnetic bending results in the 
efficiencies for tri 1 eriog on a single hxdronic 
clusfer of pT 5 
GAJET for 

$%“R 

pt*’ 
shown in Fig. 17. In 

> 2.6 GeVlc Ihe efficiency 
for B+ ~l+n- is 54% 1” he compawd wi!h O.Y% 
for minimum bias eveou. The Iri ger 

+A efficiencies are Y6% for B + J&K:. J/q! K, --t 
c+e- compared with 1.7% for minimum bias 
CYentS when mggermg on pi:- > I Ciev,c. Figure 17. The efficiency of a brdrunic pi 

Lri 
If 

ger as a function of lbr threshold on 

PT A” for B + n+n- and minimum bias. 

3.4 Muon Trigger 

Both SFT and LHB advocnre the ox of three planes of Rcsislivc Pxl Chxnbrrr (RPC) for 
their moon nigger and Programmable Array Logic (PAL). SFT plxns IO USC two pl:mes between 
the magnet and rhe moon filter and one plane after Ihe filler. For a given pad combination in 
chambers 1 and 3. the range of pads in chamber 2 corresponding IO Ihe minimom pi I” be 
uiiggered on is stored in Ihe PAL. 

In LHB all three RPC planes are placed behind Ihe filter, thus reducing Ihr occupancy 
(Fig. IS). Two magnets of equal and opposire deflection are used such lhiu ;If!rr lhe IWO magners 
a rrack emerges parallel to its original direction but displaced by ilo :m~oou~ which decreases 
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wifb increasing momenwm. The trigger is therefore based on s&cling 3.pad combinations that 
point close to the target. 

LHB 

Figure 18. The LHB trigger scheme for muons. 

4. COMPARISON OF SENSITIVITIES AND DIFFICULTIES 

4.1 Senririviries 

The sensitivities of SFT, LHB, GAJET, and HERA B are contrasted in Table 3. The 
branching ratios of B + J/WKi, J/v + ,+,-, and Kz + n+n- have bee” taken to be 3.3 x lOA, 
0.12. and 0.69 respectively. II is assumed that the angle p will be obtained from a lime- 
dependent lit which minimizes the effect of oscillations i” [he primary B. Note that in the 
numbers presented by the collaboradons. 

- LHB has only used a lepro” tag. 
- HERA B, because of the very low B production cross-secdo”, assumes a run lasting five 

times longer rha” [he other proposals (but il proposes 10 use B” exisli”g machine!). 
- There arc still large differences i” assumed reconstruction efficiencies (0.27 for GAJET 

compared with 0.57 for LHB). 
-HERA B would benefit from a” increase of the HERA proto” energy from 0.8 TeV to 

I TeV. 

Table 3. Sensirivitv of SFT. LHB. GAJET. and HERA B for rhe B + J/V K! cballnel 

Errors on sin 2p of the order of + 0.03 could be achieved with about IO.000 observed 
events in one year. 

The corresponding numbers for the n+r mode are shown in Table 4. HERA B is not 
proposing to invesfigare this channel at present. Errors on sin 2a of the order off 0.03 IO 0.08 
are antic&ted. - 

Table 4. Sensitivity of SFf. LHB. and GAJET for Ihe B + n+r channel. 

4.2 Difficulries 

An atlempt has bee” made to summarize the difficulties of the extracted beani, gas jet, and 
wire taTgeL approaches in Table 5. A “+” in a give” column favourc thr corresponding method. 

A” extracted ban offers the advantages of a well-deii”ed targel (“0 surro”“di”g halo), 
larger signal-to-noise ratio due to its use of a A ;f I,target, better vencx rcsoludo” because of ius 
ability to place silicon planes in the extracted beam, no beam pipe and roma” pots, and smaller 
radiation damage. Its disadvantages are its thick target which resulu i” multiple scattering. 
secondary interactions and conversions. its long target which makes triggering on secondary 
vertices more difficult, its increased aswciated multiplicity due m nuclear effects. 

Table 5. Advantages (+) and disadvantages of the various fixed-target approaches to 6 physics. 

7. Extracted beam HZ aas iet Wire target 

I (no secH1er.l I I I 

t 

- 
A+I 
Large oenB/o,,, 

-.-. ~ppI-..-t-~T- 

+ 

“1 

+ I + 

_...... A II-~- lanai I TeV) 1 
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A gas jet offers a thin large, wi,h no secondary inreracrions. il short targe, making 
secondary venex trigger algorilhms faster. a lower associafed multiplicily, and a be,,cr pi 
miggcr. However. i, has a smaller signal-wnoise miio, worse venex resolulio~~. a beam pipe and 
mman pots. and worse radiaion damage. 

A wire large, offers a thin large, wi,h no mul,iple sca,,ering, secondary imeracxions or 
convekms. a short target making it easy ,o trigger on secondary veoices. and u berter signal- 
to-noise ratio. Bu, i, has a worse associaied mulliplicity. a beam pipe. roman po,s, and worse 
radiation damage. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

No single melhod stands out as the “obvious one”. An rxmcted bexm yields beuer venex 
resolution and an in,ern;d large, easier Iriggering. 

A flexible and diverse rriggering scheme is of prime importance in order 10 be sensitive IO 
ns mnny reections as possible; ,he experimen, should nor be limiled ,o lepmn triggers only. 

Proposed experiments (PX65. PX67, HERA 0) a, existing machines will be invaluable for 
,es,ing new devices and s,ra,egirs for Ihe LHC and SSC experimen,s. 
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